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General introduction 

Spider mites constitute a group of small herbivores that include many species of 

global agronomical importance. These plant-eating arthropods are closely related to 
spiders but own their “spider” name to their ability to produce and assemble silken 

webs. Spider mite eggs, juveniles and adults can often be found on the abaxial 

(lower) side of the leaves of their host plants. Spider mites are piercing-sucking 

herbivores. To feed from plant tissue these mites use their specialized mouthparts— 

i.e. pairs of retractable stylets which together form 150µm long needle-like 

structures—which they insert into the plant’s tissue to reach the mesophyll layer—

where the photosynthetic-active cells are and where photosynthates are stored— 

from which they withdraw the liquid contents. Under favorable conditions spider mite 

larvae can develop into adult mites within a week after egg hatching. An adult female 

lives around a month during which she can produce hundreds of eggs, which 

together with the short time it takes to mature cause their populations to rapidly boom 

to injurious densities, after which host plants are overexploited.  

Plants do not welcome these parasites. Since mites consume their 

photosynthetic active tissues, the plant’s energy and nutrient production decays and 
hence evolution favored those plants that protect these tissues. Therefore, and 

maybe not surprisingly, we find in higher plants a robust immune system that does 

not only act against herbivorous mites but also against pathogens, nematodes, and 

insect herbivores. Plant innate defenses are a primary source for resistances that 

protect crops against diseases. However these are not unbeatable and they selected 

for invaders that have access to molecular weapons to sabotage plant immunity. 

This host-parasite antagonistic interaction is often depicted as a co-evolutionary 

arms-race. 

This thesis reports on the discovery of a group of weapons that spider mites 

deploy to deal with plant defenses, to which I will refer throughout this book as 

“effectors”, and which have never been described before for mites. The term 

“effectors” refers to proteins specialized to subvert hosts and which have evolved 

across parasites of most known life forms. 
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I Plants protect themselves: constitutive and inducible 
defenses 

Being sessile, plants cannot move away from the threats in their environment. 

Instead they adapted to withstand many of the diverse enemies they may encounter 

during their lifetime, such as arthropod herbivores. Therefore, to feed from plants 

successfully, herbivores need to overcome the plant’s measures which are in place 

to limit or prevent such attacks. Such measures can be a thick waxy cuticle that may 

complicate penetration of the epidermis; sticky trichomes (hairs) that impede insect 

movement (Simmons et al., 2004); and/or the secretion of substances that poison or 

repel herbivores (Pichersky & Lewinsohn, 2011). Such preformed deterrent plant 
traits are referred to as constitutive plant defenses. However, sometimes species of 

herbivores have adapted and can bypass these hurdles and initiate a feeding site. If 

so, plants usually respond, quickly, by altering their metabolism to mount a second 

layer of protection referred to as inducible defenses.  Such induced plants may start 

to produce (enhanced levels of) toxic metabolites and anti-nutritive enzymes to 

directly affect a herbivore’s health (Howe & Jander, 2008) and also emit an attack-

specific bouquet of volatile compounds to attract foraging predators or host-seeking 

parasitoids to the herbivore’s feeding site (De Moraes et al., 1998). These two plant 

responses are designated inducible direct and inducible indirect defenses, 

respectively.  

Defenses are costly to plants, as they demand resources otherwise available 

for growth and reproduction (Karban et al., 1997) and hence inducible defenses may 

be less costly than constitutive defenses. In addition, some secondary metabolites 

can be toxic to the plant itself as well (Wittstock & Gershenzon, 2002). In that case 
it is essential for plants to only produce them as briefly as possible or when other 

counter-measures have failed to control the herbivore. Orchestration of inducible 

defense responses relies mainly on two small signaling molecules: the plant 

hormones Jasmonic Acid (JA) and Salicylic Acid (SA). 
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Perception of herbivory and onset of the JA signaling pathway 

Plants can be alerted by various stimuli of herbivores indicative of their presence. 

Herbivores inevitably have to wound plant tissues in order to collect nutrients. The 

type and magnitude of damage varies depending on the feeding style of the 

herbivore: 1) chewing insects as caterpillars defoliate plants thus causing major 

damage to plant tissue; 2) piercing-and-sucking mesophyll-feeding herbivores, such 

as phytophagous mites, use stylets to pierce through single cells to collect their 

contents causing the collapse of these cells; and 3) piercing-and-sucking phloem-
feeding insects, as aphids and whiteflies, skillfully use their stylets to reach the 

vascular bundles while minimizing the damage to surrounding cells. Wounding of 

plant tissue results on an instantaneous flow of events that includes changes in 

membrane potentials (Mousavi et al., 2013), increase of the cytosolic calcium 

concentration (Beneloujaephajri et al., 2013), and initiation of phosphorylation 

cascades (Hadiarto et al., 2006); which lead to the activation of the JA biosynthesis 

pathway and a JA-signaling cascade downstream of its reception. Numerous studies 

with plants impaired in JA biosynthesis or perception strongly indicate its central role 

in defense against herbivores (Stintzi et al., 2001, Li et al., 2004, Paschold et al., 

2007). However, mere mechanical wounding does not create the full range of JA-

related defenses produced against herbivores (Reymond et al., 2000). Additionally, 

plants can also perceive herbivore-derived compounds, especially those from oral 
secretions such as saliva or regurgitant, which evoke plants to display a more 

customized anti-herbivore JA response (Bonaventure et al., 2011).  

The biosynthesis of JA has been well documented (Wasternack & Hause, 

2013). Briefly, it starts from the chloroplast-membrane fatty acid α-linolenic acid 

(18:3), which after a series of reactions forms cis-(+)-OPDA. Subsequently, OPDA 

is transported to the peroxisomes where is subject to β-oxidation to form JA. Many 

metabolic fates have been found for JA, for example: it can be methylated to form 

the volatile MeJA (Seo et al., 2001); it can be hydroxylated to form 12-OH-JA 

(Miersch et al., 2008); or it can be conjugated to amino acids among which Isoleucine 

to form JA-Ile (Staswick & Tiryaki, 2004). Compelling evidence indicates that JA-Ile 

is the biologically most active form of JA. When the JA-pathway is activated, JA-Ile 
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binds to the receptor COI1 (Coronatin Insensitive 1), which is part of the SCFCOI1 

(Skp1/Cullin/F-box) protein complex that ubiquitinates transcriptional repressors and 

thereby targets these for proteasomal degradation (Fonseca et al., 2009). The 

JASMONATE ZIM DOMAIN (JAZ) family of proteins are the main transcriptional 

repressors targeted by the JA-Ile-SCFCOI1 complex (Chung et al., 2008). JAZ 

proteins repress transcription factors (TFs) of jasmonate-responsive genes, like 
MYC2, which, after degradation of JAZ, initiate transcription of these genes (Chini et 

al., 2009). The jasmonate-responsive genes include genes encoding for enzymes 

involved in the production of defenses and JA-biosynthesis regulatory genes, such 

as the JAZ family proteins, and consequently the plant’s metabolism is rearranged 

towards a set of regulated and effective defensive processes against herbivores and 

necrotrophic pathogens (Figure 1.1). 

Some herbivores that feed using stylets, like spider mites and aphids, injure relatively 

few cells when puncturing plant tissue. It is believed that in response to such 

herbivores the JA pathway is not as strongly induced as against chewing insects 

(Rodriguez-Saona et al., 2010). However in response to stylet feeders also the SA 

response, another well-known defense pathway, is strongly activated. 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 1.1. Model of JA signaling. The diagram illustrate the activation of the JA pathway 

after herbivore attack. A) In non-induced cells, JAZ transcriptional repressors inactivate the 

transcription factors that trigger the JA pathway, such as MYC2 (Zhang et al., 2015) B) 
Herbivory provokes perturbations in plant cells that generate physical and/or biochemical 

signals (elicitors), such as hydrostatic pressure changes or Damage Associated Molecular 

Patterns (DAMPs), which are perceived by specialized plant receptors, such as glutamate 

receptor like proteins and DAMPs receptors (Mousavi et al, 2013; Heil, 2009). Subsequently, 

a signal cascade is activated leading to the biosynthesis of OPDA from α-linolenic acid in the 

chloroplasts, after which OPDA is transported and converted to JA in the peroxisomes. Next, 

in the plant cell nucleus, JA active form (JA-Ile) accumulates and binds to the 

Skp1/Cullin/FboxCOI1 complex, which subsequently ubiquitinates JAZ to target it for 

proteasomal degradation allowing the de-repression of JAZ-targeted transcription factors and 

activation of the JA pathway.  
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SA defense pathway 

Salicylic Acid, a phenolic acid derived phytohormone, regulates many plant 

processes but its prime role seems to be in regulating senescence and defenses 

against biotrophic pathogens. The protein NONEXPRESSOR OF PATHOGENESIS-
RELATED-GENES1 (NPR1) is the central regulator of the SA response. When the 

plant is not induced NPR1 exist as an oligomer complex in the cytoplasm. When SA 

signaling is activated, SA-mediated changes in cytoplasm redox state of the cell 

reduces NPR1 to form monomers, which are transported to the plant nucleus (Tada 

et al., 2008). Monomeric NPR1 binds to TFs, such as TGACGTCA-cis-element-

binding proteins (TGAs), to promote the transcriptional reprogramming that 

characterizes the SA-response. Finally, SA regulates the levels of nuclear NPR1 by 

binding to the SA-receptors NPR3 and NPR4, which are adaptors of the Cullin 3 

ubiquitin E3 ligase complex and target NPR1 to degradation by the 26s proteasome 

(Fu et al., 2012) (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2. Model of SA signaling. The diagram illustrates the activation of the SA pathway 

in plant cells upon pathogen attack. A) In non-induced cells, at low SA concentrations, the 

SA-receptor NPR4 ubiquitinates monomeric NPR1 to target it to proteasome-mediated 
degradation. In non-induced cells NPR1 is mainly located in the cytoplasm as an oligomer. B) 

Infected plant cells perceive pathogen elicitors, such as Pathogen Associated Molecular 

Patterns (PAMPs), through plasma membrane residing receptors, such as Pattern 

Recognition Receptors (PRRs), which activate PTI (PAMP Triggered Immunity) leading to the 

accumulation of SA. Increases in SA levels induce a change in the cytoplasmic redox state of 

the cell, disrupting oligomeric NPR1, which as monomers can enter the nucleus to trigger 

transcription of SA-responsive genes. At these SA concentrations, NPR4 binds to SA which 

disrupt its binding to NPR1 (Fu et al. 2012). After binding to transcription factors (e.g. TGAs), 

NPR1 is phosphorylated and degraded which is required to fully activate the SA pathway 

(Spoel et al., 2009). C) At high SA intracellular concentrations (e.g. in the attacked tissue, or 

after recognition of a pathogen effector by a plant NLR receptor), the low-affinity SA receptor 

NPR3 is activated and targets NPR1 to proteasomal degradation (Fu et al., 2012). As NPR1 

is a negative regulator of the hypersensitive response, its degradation in cells on which the 

SA pathway was activated leads to programmed cell death (Rate & Greenberg, 2001). 
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The role of SA-related defenses against arthropod herbivores is not well 

documented. However, it has been established that SA regulates immunity against 

(hemi)-biotrophic pathogens. These responses are initiated by infection-associated 

molecules and the arrangement of their perception suggests an arms race between 

(some) plants and (some) pathogens (Jones & Dangl, 2006). Firstly, some plant 

varieties have evolved receptors to recognize highly-conserved microbial molecules, 
denominated Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs). These plant 

receptors are so-called Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRR) and are located at the 

plasma membrane and they are upstream from an SA-regulated response 

designated PAMP Triggered Immunity (PTI). PTI includes accumulation—largely 

extracellular—of Pathogenesis Related (PR) proteins such as glucanases (Kitajima 

& Sato, 1999) but also the deposition of callose (Bestwick et al., 1995), and an 

extracellular burst of reactive oxygen species (Lamb & Dixon, 1997), which deters 

growth of many potentially harmful pathogens. However, some pathogens evolved 

the means to disrupt PTI by secreting small molecules to the plant’s extracellular and 

intracellular space, which then interfere with essential nodes of the defense signaling 

network. These pathogen molecules are called effectors, and they will be frequently 
mentioned throughout this thesis. Collectively, the pathogen effectors reported in 

literature target a wide diversity of defense signaling nodes. In turn, some plant 

varieties have evolved a second layer of recognition to undo effector suppression 

and this ‘secondary’ response is denominated Effector Triggered Immunity (ETI). 

ETI is facilitated by specialized effector-receptor proteins called R-proteins 

(resistance proteins) and is characterized by an often more crude defense response 

than PTI—albeit also regulated by SA—since it regularly results in programmed cell 

death at the site of infection (Cui et al., 2014), thus stopping pathogen growth. Hence 

these responses carry a clear signature of adaptation and counter-adaptation 

indicative of arms races. 

The ability of plants to recognize effectors relies on a diverse and expanded 

family of plant intracellular receptors, the NLR proteins (Nucleotide-binding Leucine-

repeat-rich Receptors), encoded by so-called R (Resistance)-genes. How they 

operate is not always immediately obvious. The “guard model” indicates that NLR 
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proteins recognize the action of effectors either on important signaling components 

(guardees) (Dangl & Jones, 2001), or on non-functional duplicates or mimics that 

are structurally similar to these signaling components (decoy model; van der Hoorn 

& Kamoun, 2008), still there are some examples where NLRs bind to effectors 

directly (Jia et al., 2000, Deslandes et al., 2003). In general, R-genes provide a 

strong and specific resistance to pathogens carrying the effectors they recognize. R-
gene mediated immunity has been widely applied to improve protection of cultivated 

crops to destructive pathogens (Dangl et al., 2013), thus R-genes and effectors have 

been main topics of phytopathology research in the last decades. In addition, R-

gene-mediated resistance has also been found against insect herbivores (detailed 

below) and therefore this could involve SA in defense against stylet-feeding 

herbivores. It needs to be mentioned that R-gene resistance in crops gets broken 

quite easily—sometimes within a couple of years—because effectors are often fast-

evolving genes. Hence, for plant protection it is often required to stack different R-

genes within the same variety to postpone resistance getting broken (Michelmore et 

al., 2013). 

Coordination of defenses: a tightly regulated network 

To efficiently use resources to mount the appropriate defenses to a given attacker, 

the plant’s inducible defenses are wired to a heavily regulated hormonal network. 

Here the key hormonal regulators of plant defenses, JA and SA, and the auxiliary 

hormonal regulators of plant defenses, Ethylene, ABA, auxins, Cytokinins, 

Gibberellins and brassinosteroids, are involved in a fascinatingly complex interplay. 
For example, growth-related hormones, predominantly Cytokines, Auxin, and 

Gibberellins, can either positively or negatively modulate the JA-induced response; 

allowing plants to exert a certain degree of control on how intense—and costly—the 

inducible defenses will be. In those cases, the JA response would be largely 

determined by the relative importance of the attacked tissue for plant fitness (Meldau 

et al., 2012).  

The best documented regulatory interaction between phytohormones during 

plant defense responses is the (largely negative) crosstalk between JA and SA 
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(Thaler et al., 2012, Pieterse et al., 2012). As explained before, JA-related defenses 

are detrimental to herbivores—but also to necrotrophic pathogens (Sun et al., 2014), 

while SA-related defenses are detrimental to (hemi)-biotrophic pathogens. The 

different outcomes of both defense pathways suggest that herbivores and pathogens 

are susceptible to different plant secondary metabolites or defense strategies (Thaler 

et al., 2012). For example, HR may not work well against mobile herbivores while 
indirect defenses may not work against microbes. Although at certain concentrations 

JA and SA might synergize each other’s actions (Mur et al., 2006), under most 

conditions an antagonistic effect between the two hormones have been shown,. For 

example, in Arabidopsis thaliana, exogenous application of SA decreased 

subsequent induction of the JA-responsive gene LOX2 by MeJA, a phenomenon that 

requires functional NPR1 (Spoel et al., 2003); while in rice, mechanical wounding 

induced a burst of JA, and during this burst levels of SA decreased (Lee et al., 2004). 

However, the biological necessity of the antagonism between JA and SA is unclear 

i.e. it may reflect prioritization of resource usage. Alternatively, most evidence

indicating an antagonism come from plants treated with (large amounts) of

exogenous hormones on whole leaves without taking the natural spatial-temporal
complexity of induction into account. For example, in reality JA and SA responses

may take place at the same time in the same organ (e.g. a leaf) but in different tissues

or cells (e.g. near the feeding site versus away from it) and/or take place in

sequence. If so, the antagonism may reflect a sequential program of hormonal

actions where a plant first tries to defend its tissues (e.g. via a JA defense) before

sacrificing these via apoptosis (e.g. via a SA defense) (O'Donnell et al., 2003,

Wasternack et al., 2006) or where the plant is switching to another kind of (less

reliable) defensive program such as when switching from direct to indirect defenses

that fully depends on the presence of hungry natural enemies (Kahl et al., 2000).

Possibly the most important auxiliary phytohormone tuning JA/SA responses 

is ethylene (ET). In Arabidopsis, ET redirects the response downstream of JA to 

defenses more effective against necrotrophic pathogens, by inactivating MYC2, 

which controls anti-herbivore JA-related defenses, and by promoting the activity of 

the JA-ET responsive TFs ORA59 and ERF1 (Pré et al., 2008). In turn, SA was 
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shown to inactivate the ORA59-related JA-ET signaling branch, giving rise to 

increased susceptibility to necrotrophic pathogens. The SA-ET antagonism is 

established via suppression of the class II TGA transcription factors, which are 

required for full activation of the master regulator ORA59 and its downstream 

response, by SA (Zander et al., 2014).  

The interconnectedness of the SA, JA and ET pathways provides plants with 

a robust mechanism to switch between different defense strategies that do not 

combine well together—when the initial defense does not yield the desired effect or 
when a second organism, for example an opportunistic pathogen that infects a 

herbivore feeding site, is introduced to a wound and a new defense is needed (Spoel 

& Dong, 2008). However, this regulated network in principle is vulnerable to 

manipulation by a plant’s enemies as well. Indeed, some pathogens were found to 

be able to take control of particular hubs in the signaling network and thereby to stop 

or divert the defense response or resource allocation in order to make the attacked 

plants a more suitable host. This phenomenon is well-known for plant pathogenic 

viruses, bacteria, oomycetes, fungi, and nematodes, many of which make use of 

effector proteins to disrupt or divert specific plant processes (Dangl et al., 2013). I 

will show throughout this thesis, that also arthropod herbivores manipulate plants, 

i.e. the defenses of their hosts, to their benefit by means of effector molecules.

II Herbivores fight back: manipulation of plant defenses 

Herbivores have evolved different strategies to adapt to their host’s inducible 

defenses. They can walk away from the induced tissues (Perkins et al., 2013), they 

can evolve to resist - and sometimes to sequester - toxic secondary metabolites 

(Nishida, 2002), or they can interfere with the metabolic processes upstream of the 

defense. Defense suppression by herbivores has been shown for insects from 

diverse feeding guilds, for several species of mites and for nematodes. Several 

phytophagous nematode species interfere with host-plant resistance (Haegeman et 

al., 2012) and the cyst nematode Meloidogyne incognita was found to suppress SA- 

and JA-dependent Systemic Acquired Resistance (SAR) in Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Hamamouch et al., 2011). Other examples are exclusively from arthropods i.e. most 
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of which are insects and in the majority of cases suppression could be attributed to 

hormonal crosstalk. Hemipteran phloem feeders, such as the mealybug 

Phenacoccus solenopsis (Zhang et al., 2011) and the whitefly Bemisia tabaci, were 

found to suppress JA-defenses (Zhang et al., 2009) possibly via inducing the 

antagonist SA (Zarate et al., 2007, Walling, 2009). In addition, the aphid Megoura 

viciae inhibits defensive phloem clogging (Will et al., 2007) while other aphid species 
were found to suppress the oxidative burst (Bos et al., 2010) while the leafhopper 

Macrosteles quadrilineatus suppresses JA-defenses indirectly via an effector 

derived from a vectored phytoplasma (Sugio et al., 2011). Also chewing larvae of 

several lepidopteran species have been found to interfere with induced defenses 

(Bede et al., 2006). On A. thaliana, larvae of Spodoptera exigua inhibit JA-mediated 

defense responses via the SAR pathway (Weech et al., 2008) while Pieris brassicae 

suppresses defenses independent from the JA- and SA-pathways (Consales et al., 

2012). In addition, Helicoverpa zea was found to suppress nicotine accumulation in 

Nicotiana tabacum (Musser et al., 2002) and to suppress JA- and Et-regulated genes 

via salivary enzymes in tomato (Wu et al., 2012). This is reminiscent of the down-

regulation of nicotine by Manduca sexta feeding on N. attenuata although here it 
may reflect a plant-adaptive rather than a herbivore-adaptive event (Kahl et al., 2000; 

Voelckel et al., 2001). Moreover, a coleopteran chewer, the Colorado potato beetle 

Leptinotarsa decemlineata, was found to suppress transcription of proteinase 

inhibitor (PI) genes in tomato (Lawrence et al., 2007). Finally, larvae of virulent 

strains of the Hessian fly Mayetiola destructor secrete substances, via their vestigial 

mouthparts, into plant tissues thereby suppressing the expression of PI and lectin 

genes (Stuart et al., 2012). Not only herbivore feeding stages but also leaf-laid eggs 

from the butterfly Pieris brassicae were found to elicit SA possibly to suppress JA, 

and leaves treated with those egg-extracts were better food source for the generalist 

herbivore Spodoptera littoralis (Bruessow et al., 2010). Instead, the red spider mite 
Tetranychus evansi (Sarmento el al. 2011a; Chapter 2) and some genotypes of the 
two-spotted spider mite T. urticae (Kant et al., 2008; Chapter 2) were shown to 

suppress both JA and SA related defenses when feeding on tomato (Solanum 

lycopersicum). Also T. ludeni was found to suppress JA defenses (P. Godinho et al., 

2015). In addition, the russet mite Aculops lycopersici was found to suppress 
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exclusively JA defenses in tomato but independently from SA (Glas et al., 2014). 

This indicates that mites do not make use of the JA-SA crosstalk to defeat plant 

protection. Spider mites and insects do not share a recent history: the 

Arachnomorpha (among which the mites evolved) and the Mandibulata (among 

which the insects evolved) have diverged already early in the arthropod lineage, 

probably well over 400 million years ago from an aquatic ancestor (Weygoldt, 1999), 
suggesting that traits that allow some of the current plant-eating insect and mite 

species to suppress host defenses may have evolved independently. Taken 

together, evidence for suppression of plant-defensive processes is found all across 

the class of the herbivorous insects and extends across it since also plant-eating 

mites and nematodes have evolved traits with similar functions. 

Defense suppression by herbivores is an emerging field, and the diversity in 

underlying mechanisms is still poorly documented. However, increasing evidence 

suggests that herbivores use effector molecules, predominantly proteins, to 

manipulate plants responses, reminiscent of phytopathogens. 

Effectors 

Most if not all plant-associated organisms produce and secrete molecules that 

interact with their host in order to develop and maintain a commensalism or to 

support their symbiotic or parasitic relationship with the plant. In the field of plant-

parasite interactions many of these molecules were found to take effect as elicitors 

or as effectors, and hence they play central roles in the formation of disease and 

host-resistance. Whereas elicitors are negative for these parasites in the sense that 

they evoke a defense response—and probably persist only because they are 

essential components of the infection and/or digestion machinery while evolution did 

not yet come up with a less harmful alternative—effectors accommodate 
compatibility of the parasite and plant and probably evolved to compensate for the 

presence of elicitors. An overwhelming number of effectors has been discovered in 

bacteria (Abramovitch et al., 2006), filamentous pathogens (oomycetes and fungi) 

(Kamoun, 2006), in plant parasitic nematodes (Mitchum et al., 2013) and more 

recently also insect herbivores (Hogenhout & Bos, 2011). The fast majority of all 
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reported effectors are small secreted proteins. In depth characterizations have 

revealed a tremendous sequence and functional diversity among them. Firstly, there 

are strong selective pressures at work—especially due to crops carrying R-genes—

selecting for individuals that carry effector proteins that can dodge recognition by 

immune receptors (see above ETI). This has resulted in effectors to be highly 

variable in their sequence identities and in presence-absence polymorphisms 
(Guttman et al., 2014, Anderson et al., 2010), i.e. pathogens are under strong 

selection to express effector-versions not recognized by the host or to not express 

them at all. Secondly, although effectors can serve the pathogen by a sort of means, 

most of them target the host’s immune response—often to disrupt it—and for this 

several molecular mechanisms have been described (Giraldo & Valent, 2013). 

Roughly, these effectors comprise the following functional groups (although these 

are not mutually exclusive): 

• Metabolites secreted into the host to manipulate particular physiological

processes such as hormonal signaling. Some strains of P. syringae produce

the JA mimic coronatine, which puts JA defenses into overdrive to suppress

SA defences (Zhao et al., 2003).

• Enzymes that interfere with the host’s ability to control infected tissues
encoded by transgenes inserted into the host’s genome by the pathogen.

The best known example is Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which injects its

transfer DNA (which carries genes that facilitate gall formation) into plant

cells, where it integrates into the host’s genome and is expressed by the

host (Zhu et al., 2000).

• Enzymes secreted by pathogens to perform a metabolic conversion in the

host that affects its defenses. Fungi such as Septoria lycopersici produce

tomatinase, which not only detoxifies the defensive alkaloid tomatine but

also generates hydrolysis products that suppress the hypersensitive
response (Bouarab et al., 2002).

• Secreted proteins that interfere with transcription factors or that act as

transcription factors of defense genes of the host. The first is the case for an

effector called SAP11, produced by phytoplasmas vectored by leafhoppers.
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SAP11 destabilizes the host’s CIN-TCP transcription factors, leading to 

downregulation of the JA response (Sugio et al., 2011). The second is the 

case for the transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors produced by the 

Xanthomonas bacterium. TAL effectors are translocated to the host’s 

nucleus, where they modulate the expression of specific target genes to 

facilitate the infection (Boch and Bonas, 2010). 

• Secreted proteins that interfere with host receptors involved in defenses. For

example, the P. syringae HopF2 effector suppresses plant immunity by

targeting the R gene co-receptor BAK1 (Zhou et al., 2014).

• Secreted proteins that interfere with defense signaling cascades

downstream of receptor recognition. This is the case with AvrB of P.

syringae, which phosphorylates the signalling hub RIN4 to block PAMP

triggered immunity (Mackey et al., 2002).

• Secreted proteins that manipulate proteasome functioning in defensive
processes. This is the case for the E3 ubiquitin ligase AvrPtoB of P.

syringae, which initiates degradation of a kinase that is essential for innate

immunity (He et al., 2006).

• Secreted proteins that perform proteolysis of plant defense proteins. This

was found for an extracellular PI of Phytophthora infestans, which targets a

tomato PR protein (Tian et al., 2004) and for AvrRpt2 of P. syringae, which

acts as protease to eliminate RIN4 (Axtell et al., 2003).

• Secreted proteins that interfere with host vesicle trafficking during immune
responses. This is the case for HopM1 of P. syringae, which mediates

degradation of the vesicle trafficking regulatory protein MIN7 (Nomura et al.,

2011).

• Secreted proteins that interfere with RNAi, such as the 2b protein of the

cucumber mosaic virus. This protein protects the virus against RNAi-

mediated degradation and also suppresses SA defenses (Ji and Ding, 2001)

and JA defenses induced by their aphid vectors (Westwood et al., 2014).

• Secreted small RNAs that manipulate a host’s RNAi machinery, such as a
small RNA transferred by Botrytis cinerea, which silences the protein
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Argonaute 1 in Arabidopsis and tomato and thereby suppresses host 

immunity (Weiberg et al., 2013). 

Herbivore effectors 

While the field of phytopathology has revealed a tremendous amount of detail on 

effector diversity and functionality, this research area has only recently emerged in 

the field of entomology (probably because the field phytopathology has a much 

stronger tradition in molecular biology while recent advances in e.g. genomics have 

brought it into reach of entomologists as well). There are indications that also plant-

defense-suppressing herbivorous arthropods secrete effector molecules via their 

saliva into their host. The first of such salivary components that was discovered was 

the enzyme Glucose Oxidase (GOX), which is the most abundant molecule in the 
oral secretions of the caterpillar of Helicoverpa zea (Musser et al., 2002). This 

enzyme catalyzes the oxidation of glucose to D-gluconic acid and thereby generates 

hydrogen peroxide. The amount of GOX applied to N. tabacum plants correlates with 

an increase in SA and a decrease in the accumulation of nicotine. Possibly, GOX 

suppresses or attenuates JA and ethylene responses by crosstalk with SA 

(Eichenseer et al., 2010, Diezel et al., 2009). GOX has been found in many more 

caterpillar species (Eichenseer et al., 2010) and other herbivorous insects, such as 

aphids and non-herbivores such as honeybees (Harmel et al., 2008, Iida et al., 

2007). A comprehensive study by Eichenseer et al. (2010) showed large variation in 

GOX activity within families and subfamilies of 88 caterpillar species, but these 

activities depended on the host plant species on which the caterpillars were feeding 
as well. Moreover, a recent report showed that H. zea GOX elicits the JA pathway 

instead of suppressing it in two varieties of tomato i.e. cv. Better Boy and MicroTom 

(Tian et al., 2012). Taken together, these studies suggest that some plants, such as 

some tomato varieties, may have evolved a recognition mechanism for GOX, 

possibly resembling R-gene-mediated recognition of effector proteins in plant–

pathogen interactions.  

Advances in genomics and proteomics have greatly facilitated the discovery 

of more effector proteins in insects. After the Acyrthosiphon pisum (peach aphid) and 
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its salivary glands were sequenced, the first aphid effector was discovered: a 22-

kDa salivary-secreted protein of unknown (primary) function designated “C002” 

(Mutti et al., 2008). In insecta RNAi-mediated knockdown of C002 expression 

affected A. pisum foraging and feeding behavior and reduced aphid fitness. 

Subsequently (Bos et al., 2010) used N. benthamiana for ectopic transient 

overexpression of C002 from Myzus persicae (green peach aphid) and showed that 
aphid fecundity increased on such plants. Moreover, transient overexpression of a 

second aphid protein, Mp10, sufficed to suppress the flagellin-triggered oxidative 

burst in N. benthamiana, but aphid reproduction was lower on these plants than on 

mock treated plants. Via a subsequent study two additional aphid proteins, Mp1 

(PIntO1) and Mp2 (PIntO2) were characterized by expressing them in Arabidopsis 

and on such plants aphid fecundity improved compared to the controls. Interestingly, 

the performance of M. persicae did not improve on Arabidopsis plants expressing 

the A. pisum orthologues of both effectors (Pitino & Hogenhout, 2013). Finally, two 

putative effectors of Macrosiphum euphorbiae, designated Me10 and Me23, were 

found since both increased aphid fecundity on N. benthamiana transiently 

expressing them, whereas only Me10 – when delivered via the Pseudomonas 

syringae type III secretion system - increased their fecundity on tomato as well 

(Atamian et al., 2013). 

Research on gall midges has provided independent evidence for a role of 
effector proteins in plant–herbivore interactions. Early larval stages of the hessian 

fly, Mayetiola destructor, are plant parasites. When they colonize wheat (Triticum 

spp.), the larvae induce so-called “feeding cells” in their host (reminiscent of 

nematodes), which provide them with food until they develop into adults (Harris et 

al., 2006). More than 30 hessian fly resistance genes have been found in wheat, 

some of which are predicted to encode typical R proteins (Liu et al., 2005). On 

resistant wheat, hessian fly larvae are unable to induce feeding cells, but instead 

induce a hypersensitive-like response that prevents them from eating (Harris et al., 

2010). At was found that the M. destructor gene, vH13, encodes a protein that acts 

likes an avirulence factor on wheat carrying the H13 resistance gene. In contrast, 

larvae from populations that are virulent on H13 wheat did not express vH13, while 
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RNAi-mediated knockdown of vH13 in avirulent larvae made some of them virulent 

(Aggarwal et al., 2014). Although performance of knock-down and mock larvae were 

not compared on non-resistant wheat varieties, these data suggest that vH13 may 

function as an effector on such varieties.  

Thus, there are clear indications that herbivores may make use of effectors, 

just as pathogens do. This notion is strengthened by the existence of anti-herbivore 

R genes such as vH13 but also the NBS-LRR genes Mi-1, Vat and Bph14 which 

confer resistance to some species of root-knot nematodes, potato aphids, and brown 
plant hoppers, respectively, possibly via a local cell death-dependent program 

(Villada et al., 2009, Du et al., 2009, Rossi et al., 1998). Effector discovery depends 

heavily on bioinformatics. Hence it is of essential importance to identify common 

denominators of effectors to facilitate generating short lists from (large) proteomics 

and genomics data sets. The high diversity found among pathogen effectors 

discourages the use of protein homology as a strategy to identify herbivore effectors 

(Rep, 2005). Nevertheless, most effector proteins share structural features that can 

be easily recognized in silico, such as an amino-terminal signal peptide, the absence 

of transmembrane domains and a small protein size. Furthermore, effectors that 

operate in the plant apoplastic space are usually rich in cysteine residues (Rooney 

et al., 2005). Several studies have exploited these common properties to find novel 

putative effector-encoding genes from sequenced pathogen genomes or 
transcriptomes. The ongoing expansion of comprehensive datasets on herbivore 

transcriptomes and proteomes (DeLay et al., 2012, Su et al., 2012, Grbic et al., 2011) 
will probably give rise to the discovery of new effectors in the near future. In Table 
1.1 I list a number known herbivore effectors and some of their structural features. 
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Table 1.1. Salivary effectors discovered in insect herbivoresa 

Name speciesb Size 
(aa) SP % 

Cysteines 
Functional 
annotation Reference 

GOX Helicoverpa zea 606 N 2.3 Glucose 
oxidase (Musser et al., 2002) 

C002 Acyrthosiphon 
pisum 219 Y 1.4 Unknown (Mutti et al., 2008) 

Mp1 Myzus persicae 139 Y 0 Unknown (Pitino & Hogenhout, 
2013) 

Mp2 Myzus persicae 166 Y 0.6 Unknown (Pitino & Hogenhout, 
2013) 

Mp55 Myzus persicae 263 Y 0.4 Unknown (Elzinga et al., 2014) 

Armet Acyrthosiphon 
pisum 174 Y 5.2 Calcium 

binding (Wang et al., 2015a) 

ACE1 Acyrthosiphon 
pisum 635 Y 1.9 

Angiotensin 
converting 
enzyme 

(Wang et al., 2015b) 

Me10 Macrosiphum 
euphorbiae 116 Y 0 Unknown (Atamian et al., 2013) 

Me23 Macrosiphum 
euphorbiae 233 Y 4.7 Glutatione 

peroxidase (Atamian et al., 2013) 

a Only proteins that have been shown to promote herbivore performance are listed 

b First insect species in which the particular effector was reported 

III Thesis overview 

Experimental System 

Spider mites 

Spider mites belong to the family Tetranychidae, which comprises of well over a 

thousand species. Some of these species are injurious pests on crops and thus 

economically important. The annual global cost of pesticides against spider mites 

was estimated to amount to 0.5 to 1 billion dollars per year 

(http://www.vib.be/en/news/Pages/Genetic-code-of-first-arachnid-cracked.aspx). 
The best characterized spider mite species, and central to my research, is 
Tetranychus urticae, commonly known as the two-spotted spider mite (Figure 1.3A). 
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This cosmopolitan mite is remarkably polyphagous as its host-plant range spans 

over 1100 plant species, including several ornamental and vegetable crops (Migeon 

& Dorkeld, 2015, Dermauw et al., 2013, Grbic et al., 2011). Additional to their 

polyphagy, T. urticae can become a problematic pest as they frequently and quickly 

develop resistance to most of the agrochemicals used to control their populations 

(Van Leeuwen et al., 2010). A second spider mite species with significant agronomic 
impact and fundamental for this thesis is T. evansi, commonly known as the red 
tomato spider mite (Figure 1.3B). This mite species originates from South America 

and is currently invading southern Europe via Africa (Navajas et al., 2013). T. evansi 

is an oligophagous species and have specialized on solanaceous plants, which 

include important crops such as tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), potato (S. 

tuberosum), aubergine (S. melongena), and pepper (Capsicum annuum) (Ferreira & 

Sousa, 2011).  

 To feed on plant foliage, spider mites use their “cheliceral stylets”. The mite’s 

chelicerae (jaws) are modified into a pair of two, recurved, J-shaped stylets around 

150 µm long. These stylets are enclosed into a structure called the stylophore (a 

movable mandibular plate) and two large muscles attached to the mandibular plate 
account for retraction of the stylets (Figure 1.3C). The stylophore is connected to 

the pharynx, which in turn is connected to the esophagus, and this organ was found 
to act as a pump (Figure 1.3C). The stylets themselves are connected to a salivary 

duct. Prior to feeding, the cheliceral stylet-pair is locked together in a ‘tongue and 

groove’ fashion to form a single hollow tube (with an estimated diameter of 500 nm) 

after which they are inserted into plant tissues to puncture parenchyma cells (Park 

& Lee, 2002). By means of the pumping action of the pharynx the mites take up the 

cytoplasmic fluid that is released by turgor pressure through the opening made by 

the stylets. It is unclear if the mites use their stylets for taking up food directly (and if 

they do, if the two stylets unlock before doing so) but probably they use them 

primarily for releasing saliva into their host (Jeppson et al., 1975). The mite´s anterior 
and dorsal secretory glands (Figure 1.3C), which are proximal and connected to the 

stylets via the salivary duct, presumably produce most of their salivary secretions. In 

this thesis I will show that these secretions play important roles at the mite-host 
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interface (Mothes & Seitz, 1981; Chapter 3). Leaf damage by spider mite feeding is 

evident to the naked eye as numerous white spots surrounded by tissue yellowish 
or browning (3rd and 4th day in Figure 1.3D). Furthermore, heavy and sustained 

infestation can result in crinkling, curling, drying, and excision of the infested leaf (6th 
day in Figure 1.3D; Helle & Sabelis, 1985), while the loss of photosynthetic active 

cells leads to a reduction in the net photosynthetic rate, ultimately decimating plant 

health and yield (Meck et al., 2013).  

T. urticae and T. evansi occasionally coincide on the same plants, on which
they potentially compete for resources (de Vasconcelos et al., 2008, Sarmento et al., 

2011b, Ferragut et al., 2013). Moreover, by experimentally exposing both mite 

species to tomato leaflets previously infested with their own or with the other species, 

Sarmento et al (2011a) showed that T. urticae females laid more eggs when feeding 

on leaves previously infested with T. evansi. This indicates that T. evansi might turn 

tomato into a better host for T. urticae. Previously we had observed something 

similar i.e. that a defense-sensitive strain of T. urticae improved its performance 

when co-inhabiting a leaf infested with a defense-suppressing strain as well (Kant et 

al., 2008). These observations led us to hypothesize that T. evansi and possibly T. 

urticae may secrete salivary effector proteins to manipulate plant defenses to create 

a suitable host (Chapter 2 and 3).  

Model plants 

To investigate the mechanism of manipulation of host defenses by spider mites, 

mainly three plant species were used as experimental models: Arabidopsis thaliana, 

cultivated tomato (S. lycopersicum) and Nicotiana benthamiana. During my PhD 

research these plants showed particular advantages but also shortcomings which I 

will briefly outline next.  
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Figure 1.3. Spider mites, their internal anatomy, and their feeding damage. A) The picture 

shows an egg, a nymph, and an adult female of the two-spotted spider mite T. urticae. B) The 

picture shows eggs and an adult female of the red tomato spider mite T. evansi. Pictures in A 

and B were taken by J. van Arkel (University of Amsterdam). C) Schematic representation of 

the internal anatomy of the anterior body region of an adult female spider mite. The dorsal 

(blue) and anterior (yellow) glands presumably produce and secrete salivary proteins. 
Modified from Alberti & Crooker (1985). D) The picture shows tomato leaves at different time 

points across 6-days of spider mite infestation. Tomato plants were 21-days old when infested 
with fifteen adult female T. urticae mites per leaflet. After each day, infested leaflets were 

excised and photographed. Pictures were taken by M. Kant (University of Amsterdam). 

Since Arabidopsis thaliana is the prime model for plant research I conducted 

several experiments with it in relation to mite-induced plant defenses. There is some 

literature on T. urticae-Arabidopsis interactions (Schweighofer et al., 2007, Zhurov 

et al., 2014, Martel et al., 2015) but these spider mites are not common pests on 

crucifers possibly because of the plant’s indole glucosinolates (Zhurov et al., 2014). 
Usually spider mites (try to) depart from A. thaliana shortly after introduction and we 
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did succeed in establishing a viable lab population of T. urticae on this plant. Yet, T. 

urticae individuals that do not depart usually survive and reproduce. However, T. 

evansi rejects A. thaliana and we only occasionally observed mites attempting to 

feed from the plant after introduction. Therefore I only used this plant, i.e. a 

transgenic line with a JA-responsive luciferase reporter gene (Perkins et al., 2013), 

to investigate the spatio-temporal dynamics of the early (i.e. the first 6 hours) T. 

urticae-induced JA-response (Chapter 2). 

Since cultivated tomato is a common host for both T. urticae and T. evansi, 
it is a logical plant species for investigating how these spider mites conquer their host 

plants. Although it is evident that during the course of tomato breeding natural 

defenses were lost (Bleeker et al., 2012), the plant still is a relatively hostile host to 

many herbivores and well capable of mounting defenses, predominantly JA-related, 

that constrain spider mite performance considerably (Ament et al., 2004, Kant et al., 

2004, Li et al., 2002, Alba et al., 2015). Defensive strategies of tomatoes against 

herbivorous insects and mites are fairly well documented and a number of mutants 

on key defensive pathways are available for research. Furthermore, a couple of well 
characterized marker genes for the JA and SA pathways are available (Chapter 2). 
However, a big limitation of using tomato to investigate herbivore effector proteins is 

that this plant is not amenable for performing functional genomics: producing stable 

homozygous transgenic plants can easily take a year while transient transformation 
is relatively troublesome since most tomato varieties are fairly resistant to most 

strains of (armed and disarmed) Agrobacterium. 

In contrast to tomato, the model plant Nicotiana benthamiana (a wild relative 

of tobacco N. tabacum) is a very convenient plant species for performing transient 

transgene expression assays (Van der Hoorn et al., 2000). Transient expression has 

the advantage over stable expression that it will only take the time needed to clone 

the gene into its expression vector .i.e. a couple of weeks. N. benthamiana is 

compatible with several (armed and disarmed) strains of Agrobacterium and 

expression can be obtained for at least 5 days provided a silencing suppressor (such 

as P19) is co-infiltrated. Hence N. benthamiana has become a popular choice in 

phytopathology research for swiftly evaluating the effect of a particular effector - 
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being that from a virus, bacteria, fungi, or an herbivore – on plant defense responses 

in planta (Chapter 3) or for evaluating the interaction between an effector and a 

putative host target-protein  (Goodin et al., 2008; Chapter 5). However scant 

information is available on the natural resistances of N. benthamiana against 

herbivores and this plant species proved to be a difficult host for both T. evansi and 

T. urticae. Probably its abundant leaf trichomes exude metabolites to which our mite
strains are vulnerable and, as a consequence, spider mites died within hours after
transfer to intact N. benthamiana leaves. As I will present in Chapter 3, careful

washing of the leaf surface to remove trichomes and trichome exudates permitted

us to implement mite-infestation experiments on this highly useful plant species.

Thesis outline 

By means of this thesis I provide the first pieces of a mechanistic explanation, i.e. 

salivary effector proteins, for the ability of mites to suppress plant defenses and I 

reflect on these findings in the light of host-plant adaptation and effector evolution. 

The fact that spider mites possess the ability to suppress plant defenses is not only 

of scientific interest but can also have implications for crop protection strategies. 

Assuming that spider mite-effectors target molecular hubs of (either induced or 
constitutive) plant-defense signaling-networks (Chapter 5), breeding for molecular-

chemical resistance traits may become a futile effort to improve crop protection. 

Therefore, resistance breeding may have to relay part of its efforts to identify 
susceptibility genes to modify these to make them unsuitable for effectors or to knock 

these out. Hence the research presented in this thesis provides concrete information 

on the mechanism of suppression by revealing a suite of novel proteins that spider 

mite deliver through their saliva to possibly interfere with plant cell processes on the 

one hand and by revealing putative plant target processes and target proteins (S-

genes) on the other. 

For Chapter 2, I used the model plants A. thaliana and cultivated tomato to 

describe the plant defense-related events during the whole course of the infestation 

i.e. starting from the first hours after spider mite feeding and over the course of a

week-long infestation until the moment the infested leaves senesce and die. In this
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chapter also three spider mite strains are introduced: a strong defense inducer called 

T. urticae Santpoort-2, a mild defense suppressor called T. urticae DeLier-1, and the

superior defense suppressor T. evansi. I used these mites to characterize and

compare the defenses that tomato mounts against each strain specifically, and when

infested by suppressor and non-suppressor strains at the same time on the same

leaflet. These experiments reveal which plant processes are targeted by
suppression: it most probably occurs downstream of JA and SA accumulation and is

independent from the JA-SA crosstalk.

For Chapter 3 I exploited several spider mite genomic and transcriptomic 

resources to reveal the spectrum of putative T. urticae and T. evansi effector-like 

salivary proteins. I present an in silico-experimental pipeline for producing a 

predicted secretome that contains potential effector proteins. Additionally, I assess 

in this chapter the function of the top five candidate effectors by expressing them 

transiently in N. benthamiana leaves, and I show that four of these salivary proteins 

— designated Te28, Tu28, Te84, and Tu84 (where Te = T. evansi and Tu = T. 

urticae) — induce chlorotic symptoms after overexpression while they suppress SA 

responses and correlate positively with spider mite performance. 

For Chapter 4 I utilized a T. urticae salivary proteome, obtained by means 

of mass spectrometry on the proteins secreted by mites into artificial diets, and 

investigated to which extent these data matched with the results from the in silico 

pipeline presented in Chapter 3. All proteins belonging to the five effectors families 

predicted in Chapter 3 were found back in these salivary secretions. Moreover, we 
show that the spider mite salivary proteome is mostly composed of proteins without 

homologs in protein databases and that they are specifically produced in the anterior 

or dorsal prosomal glands of the mites. Finally, I used the proteomic dataset as 

experimental basis to critically assess the in silico-experimental pipeline from 

Chapter 3 and vice versa I discuss the pros and cons of both approaches.  

In Chapter 5 I present data on (putative) host target proteins of the spider 

mite effectors Tu84 and Te84. First I present data on the in planta localization of 

Te84 and Tu84 and show that they are targeted to different compartments in plant 
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cells. Second, via yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) screens on Arabidopsis and tomato, I 

identify candidate plant target-proteins of these effectors. Among these candidate 

protein interactors, I found the A. thaliana cysteine protease RD19 as a prominent 

putative target of Tu84 and Te84. This protein was not only the prime interactor of 

Tu84 that came out of the screen but also is a validated target of a well-known 

pathogen effector. In addition, when we screened Te84 on a tomato Y2H library we 
found it to interact with the protein RCR3: this protein is a cysteine protease as well 

but also a validated target of three pathogen effectors as well as a nematode effector. 

Hence I argue that mite effectors may target (extracellular) cysteine protease, among 

other targets, to facilitate their infestation.    

Finally in Chapter 6 I will discuss the main results presented in this thesis 

and outline the follow up steps needed to translate these results into protocols for 

improving crops resistance.   

Account: parts of this thesis have been published or have been submitted: 

Chapter 2 

Alba JM, Schimmel BC, Glas JJ, Ataide LM, Pappas ML, Villarroel CA, Schuurink 
RC, Sabelis MW, Kant MR. (2014). Spider mites suppress tomato defenses 

downstream of jasmonate and salicylate independently of hormonal crosstalk. New 

Phytologist 205(2): 828-840.  

Chapter 3 

Villarroel CA, Jonckheere W, Alba JMA, Glas JJ, Dermauw W, Haring M, Van 
Leeuwen T, Schuurink RC, Kant MR. (2016). Salivary proteins of the spider mites 
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